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Current president: HANS HAMBURGER
BOARD MEMBERS:

• ARTHUR KURVERS, SECRETARY
• OSCAR VOGELS, TREASURER
• ELS VANDER MOST, CHAIR SCIENTIFIC Comm
• KRISTIAAN VAN DER HEIJDEN, PR
• GERT JAN LAMMERS, Education committee
• INGRID PHILIPENS, member

• MEETINGS 2X/YR
• ISMC 2014 & 2018 AND Conference SLAAP2016
• Current member number: 200
  – trend for increase or decrease: increase
  – Approx. 40% of the sleep professionals is member of our society (Pulmonology, ENT, neurology, pediatry, clinical geriatrics, psychology and psychiatry)
  – 60% scientists, basic research/chronobiology
• Federation for EU accreditation SLEEP CENTRES: now 10
• Did you have any major activities in 2015-16:
  SLAAP 2016 a two-day sleep congress
  National Web-poll survey: Sleep & Study in academical centres (n=1400)
• Local challenge: unite the current 15 organizations in sleep research and sleep medicine